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f    It is submitted that on sociological grounds the ^QCtnne_pf (»)
/ the dual domicil is inferior to that c^thejiite^
1 JbomZ^TvRFriage is ^.nTTnstitution which closely con~cefns~tK
"public policy and the social morality of the State. In the words
of Lord Penzance:
'It confers a status on the parties to it and upon the children that issue
from it. Though entered into by individuals it has a public character.
It is the basis upon which the framework of civilized society is built;
and as such is subject in all countries to general laws which dictate and
control its obligations and incidents, independently of the volition of
those who enter upon it.'J
The general laws which dictate its incidents, however, vary
not inconsiderably in different countries, and where a woman
domiciled in one country marries a man domiciled in another
the question naturally arises—Which State is to control the
incident of capacity ? Which State is in the nature of things
entitled to demand pre-eminent consideration for its code of
social morality? The obvious answer would seem to be—the
State in which the parties set up their home.
A rule for the choice of law, such as that imposed by the dual
domicil doctrine, commands little respect if it is framed with-
out regard to its impact upon the social life of the community
that will be most intimately affected by its operation. It seems
reasonably clear that whether the intermarriage of two persons
should be prohibited for social, religious, eugenic or other like
reasons is a question that pre-eminently, if not exclusively,
affects the community in which the parties live together as
man and wife. Dealing with the case where the wife takes up
her residence in the State in which the husband had his pre-
marriage domicil, an acute American commentator has sum-
marized the position in these words:
'It seems almost too clear for argument that the law of that State
ought to be applied in determining the capacity to marry, since that
State is the only one actually concerned socially with the marital status
of the two people involved.'2
It is the law there in force which more than any other law is
entitled to pass judgment upon the propriety or impropriety
of the union. To take even the extreme case of an absolute
1	Mordaunt v. Mordaunt (1870), L.R. 2 P. & D. 103, 126.
2	Cook, Logical and Legal Bases of Conflict of Lam, p. 448. See also the state-
ment of Lord Sorn in Bliersbach v. McEwtn (1959), S.L.T. 81 at p, 89 (Court
of Session).

